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Problem motivation

• Decentralized optimization problems: all clients in the network to 
collaboratively learn the model via communication

Internet of things (IoT) Communication network

• Potential issues on privacy, unreliable communication and resource constraint



Problem formulation

Decentralized problems over directed and time-varying networks:

• The agents collaborate to solve the problem by exchanging information 
over a network

• The network is modeled by a time-varying directed graph, 
• The exchanged information is compressed before communication



Existing work

Algorithm Directed network? Time-varying network? Compression? 

Directed decentralized 
gradient descent [1]

Yes No No

Gradient-Push [2] Yes Yes No

Quantized decentralized 
gradient descent [3]

Yes No Yes

This work Yes Yes Yes 

[1]: C. Xi, Q.Wu, and U. A. Khan, “On the distributed optimization over directed networks,” Neurocomputing, vol. 267, pp. 508–515, 2017. 
[2]:  A. Nedi´c and A. Olshevsky, “Distributed optimization over time-varying directed graphs,” IEEE Transactions on Auto-matic Control, vol. 
60, no. 3, pp. 601–615, 2014.
[3]: H. Taheri, A. Mokhtari, H. Hassani, and R. Pedarsani, “Quantized decentralized stochastic learning over directed graphs,” in International 
Conference on Machine Learning (ICML), 2020.



Challenges 

• Communication imbalance in directed time-varying networks

• Bias induced by the compression operator

Compression operator – uniformly select k out of d entries from a d-dimensional 
message:



Algorithm

Model-related vector

Gradient  vector

Agent 1

Agent 2

Agent 3

Agent 4

Agent 5



Algorithm 

Vector of parameters
Auxiliary vector to record the 

network imbalance bias

Reweighting mixing 
matrix to cancel out 

compression bias

Elementwise update:

Stored message
facilitating consensus 

convergence in jointly-
connected networks

Display local gradient descent in 
jointly-connected network



Assumptions 

Network joint 
connectivity

Mixing matrix 
weight policy

Step size

Bounded 
gradient



Convergence result 



Simulation – linear regression

Decentralized linear regression with 10 agents

Joint connectivity, B=3 Strong connectivity, B=1

Algorithm converges faster with stronger connectivity and smaller sparsification level.

Algorithm with 
different 
sparsification
levels 

Algorithm with 
different 
sparsification
levels



Simulation – logistic regression

Joint connectivity, B=5Strong connectivity, B=1

Algorithm with 
different 
sparsification
levels

Algorithm with 
different 
sparsification
levels

Decentralized logistic regression with 10 agents

Algorithm reaches higher accuracy faster with stronger connectivity and smaller 
sparsification level.



Conclusion and future work

• Proposed a communication-sparsifying algorithm for decentralized 
convex optimization over directed time-varying graphs.

• Proved the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm.

• Justified the performance of the proposed algorithm.

Future work 
• Apply stochastic variance-reduced gradient method to the 

decentralized algorithm to reach faster convergence rate.

• Extend the algorithm to non-convex optimization problems. 
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